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Progressive fire suppression system
secures critical data processing
at Hochschule Niederrhein University
The Hochschule Niederrhein (HN)
is one of the largest universities of applied
sciences in Germany, with over 14600
students studying at over ten different
faculties at campuses in Krefeld and
Mönchengladbach.1 Established for over
150 years, the Hochschule Niederrhein
enjoys a strong national and international
reputation, and is ranked the number one
university in the lower Rhine region.
Protection of student and staff safety
is obviously paramount, and Stephan
Böcker, head of workplace safety and
fire protection officer at the Hochschule
Niederrhein, explained the situation the
university faced in the mid-2000s:
“In the course of ongoing digitalisation,
the planning for a new server room
at the Mönchengladbach campus started.
The complete communication of the
university, including administration,
course information, learning platforms and
modules are managed by these servers.
Continuous data processing is essential
to avoid downtime at the university.”

of the building and responsible
for operations.
Stephan Böcker comments: “Key drivers
for the selection of the right fire protection
solution were personal safety, ease
of integration into the existing building
structure and effort required to obtain
permits for a CO2 system.” Another
concern was that inert gases, like CO2
could flow into adjacent rooms and harm
people. It was essential the new server
room was integrated into the existing
building structure, with no option for
renovation or building works to avoid
inert gas leaking into adjacent rooms.
Dieter Roemgens, Head of IT Service
Management adds “The available space
for storage of the fire suppression agent
was another important aspect.”
Stephan Böcker explains that from
an insurance perspective, there were

no set obligations or standards for fire
extinguishing systems in public buildings.
The decision to install an extinguishing
system was carried out independently
by Hochschule Niederrhein University,
whereby Mr. Böcker focused on the
latest standards such as the NFPA
(National Fire Protection Association).
During the risk assessment, he became
aware of 3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fire
Protection Fluid. Böcker explains:
“In ranking of the protective measures
a fire extinguishing system with Novec
1230 fluid was the best variant.”
A Minimax MX 1230 fire protection
system (42 bar) was selected to protect
the server room on the campus
in Mönchengladbach. This first installation
took place in 2005, with just 2 gas cylinders
(plus a small cylinder to protect the void
floor space) required to protect a room

The planning started in 2004, including
a debate between different stakeholders
on the right fire protection solution
to safeguard students and other important
assets. At this time, CO2 fire protection
systems were commonplace and were
the solution initially proposed by the state
building authority. However, Stephan
Böcker was aware of the risk associated
with CO2 fire protection systems
and the demanding safety measures
required for these systems. CO2
is a colourless and odourless gas, lethal
at concentration of around 5 Vol.-%.
The new server room is located on the first
floor of a building occupied by students and
staff. This public building dates from the
1960s and is owned by the federal state;
the university being a tenant

Minimax MX 1230 fire protection system (42 bar) in the server room on the Mönchengladbach campus
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of about 45m². The full automatic
system has now been in operation
for 12 years with no issues and
minimum service requirements.
At the campus in Krefeld a second
server room of approximately 120m² is
in operation for the storage of archive
data, to provide a back-up of data from
both campuses at each location. In 2013,
this server room was renovated and
upgraded, and based on the success at
the Mönchengladbach campus, the fire
protection concept using 3M™ Novec™
1230 Fire Protection Fluid was replicated.
This time a Kidde KD-1230 42 bar
system was selected and the larger
room space protected by 4 gas cylinders
with Novec 1230 fluid, plus a small cylinder
for the void floor space protection.
As in Mönchengladbach, the cylinders
are stored inside the server room,

addressing the need to integrate the fire
protection system in the existing building
with minimum storage requirements.
Both server rooms use very early fire
detection systems, coupled with fire
extinguishing systems to detect and
suppress the fire in its incipient stage,
therefore minimising damage to server
installations and downtime in
an emergency.
Luckily the systems have never been tested
out in a real fire situation. But the reliable
engineering of the fire protection systems
from Minimax and Kidde, coupled with the
fast, clean extinguishing capability of Novec
1230 fluid from 3M, provide peace of mind
for Hochschule Niederrhein. The systems
successfully meet the safety requirements
of the university, and assure minimum
downtime in the event of an emergency.
Server room on the Krefeld campus

Kidde KD-1230 fire protection system (42 bar) in the Krefeld campus server room

3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fire Protection Fluid is an advanced clean agent fire suppression material, based on a proprietary chemistry from 3M.
It was designed to address industry needs for clean agent fire protection that is safe and effective, while offering a sustainable
environmental profile that no other halocarbon agent can match. This includes: Zero Ozone Depletion Potential; a 5-day atmospheric
lifetime, and a Global Warming Potential of 1. Because of these properties, Novec 1230 fluid is not targeted for phase-down or regulatory
restrictions anywhere in the world. It is approved for use in total flooding fire suppression systems by the U.S. EPA and most major
regulatory bodies. All of this makes Novec 1230 fluid today’s sustainable choice for clean agent fire protection.

The 3M™ Novec™ Brand Family

The Novec brand is the hallmark for a variety of proprietary 3M products. Although each has
its own unique formula and performance properties, all 3M™ Novec™ products are designed
in common to address the need for safe, effective, sustainable solutions in industry-specific
applications. These include precision and electronics cleaning, heat transfer, fire protection,
protective coatings, immersion cooling, advanced insulation media replacement solutions
and several specialty chemical applications.

3M™ Novec™ Engineered Fluids ■ 3M™ Novec™ Aerosol Cleaners ■ 3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fire Protection Fluid ■ 3M™ Novec™ Electronic Grade Coatings ■ 3M™ Novec™ Electronic Surfactants ■ 3M™ Novec™ Insulating Gases
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Regulatory: For regulatory information about this product, contact your 3M representative.
Important Notice: All statements, technical information, and recommendations related to 3M’s products are based on information
believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed. Before using this product, you must evaluate it and
determine if it is suitable for your intended application. You assume all risks and liability associated with such use. Any statements related
to the product which are not contained in 3M’s current publications, or any contrary statements contained on your purchase order shall
have no force or effect unless expressly agreed upon, in writing, by an authorised officer of 3M.
Warranty; Limited Remedy; Limited Liability. This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of one (1)
year from the time of purchase. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If this product is defective within the warranty period stated
above, your exclusive remedy shall be, at 3M’s option, to replace or repair the 3M product or refund the purchase price of the
3M product. Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential loss
or damage arising from this 3M product, regardless of the legal theory asserted.
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